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ROVIDING YOUR OWN FARM STORAGE involves many factors, all of hich may be resolved
into an economic question-will it pay? All the factors of cost, uch as the construction of
a building, handling, insect control, maintaining condition and quality and shrinkage should
be considered in your own operations.

Profits received by farmers for providing their own grain storage vary considerably in
different areas of the State. With some individuals, there is little likelihood that on-farm
torage would be profitable at all. In other cases, the extra investment and effort have paid
ell. An analysis of your individual situation and a sound estimate of the potential from

uch a venture should be made before building any farm grain storage facilitie .

Thi leaflet points out the conditions and- factors that should be taken into account
and presents a method of determining the estimated total cost of 0 ning and operating a
farm torage and drying facility. The method applies also in area where drying equipment
i not required. The only change in calculations will be less total cost of building and
equipment and smaller operating expense.
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Your own
situation

Advantages and Disadvantages

Some advantages of providing your own farm storage are:

1. Ability to harvest and store at the operator's convenience.

2. Ability to store under the commodity loan program without regard to storage space
shortages in the area or elsewhere.

3. Ability to market for cash or through livestock at the operator's convenience and
to his price advantage.

4. Ability to pay more easily for the storage structure now because of presently existing
income tax and facility loan advantages.

5. The possibility of utilizing the conditions of Number 4 to have a structure for other
purposes later if the cropping system changes.

Some disadvantages of providing your own farm storage are:

1. The operator assumes responsibility for maintaining the quality of grain in storage.
This is very important when grains are placed under the commodity loan program.

2. The farmer has an additional investment that may require considerable capital outlay
in the existing farm plant, at a time when such outlay may not be desirable.

3. Normally, there is additional work necessary (loading the building, fumigation, etc.)
to farm-store grain sorghum properly.

In deciding to purchase on-farm-drying and storage facilities, the farmer has to use all
available information to predict the future. Past experience indicates there is a seasonal price
movement and it appears that there will continue to be a seasonal price spread in the future
due to the continuation of the loan program.

Planning Space Requirements

A general rule in determining the amount of storage space is to provide enough space
for 1 year's maximum crop. Where possible, the crop program should be projected so as to
estimate the total acres to be planted in grain sorghum in anyone of the immediate years to follow.
Use the highest anticipated acreage figure, and multiply it by the anticipated yield in pounds per
acre. This should provide a sound basis for computing total storage space requirements. It is well
to consider providing additional space in the form of an extra bin should "turning" be required.

EXAMPLE

Illustration

Number of acres of grain sorghum 150

Anticipated yield per acre 4,000 lb.

Acreage x yield 600,000 lb.

If building or bin is sold on bushel capacity basis, divide number of pounds by 56:

Example: 600,000 56 10,800 bu. capacity needed

Your situation: -;- 56 = bu. capacity needed



election of Storage
In the selection of structure types, consider

the following possibilities in making a decision.
The multiple-use, general-purpose building can
be expanded if additional space is required.
It can be used for other purposes when grain
storage on the farm is no longer feasible. This
type building usually requires expert erection
normally handled by the dealer.

The round-bin type facility may be erected
quickly and with local labor under most condi
tions. Additional bins· can be erected to expand
storage space requirements. They are normally
limited in use for purposes other than grain
storage.

Provide moisture and quality control equip
ment (drying and aeration) as required. Aera
tion equipment may be sufficient if commercial
drying facilities are available. Some efficiency
in hauling and handling may be lost unless
drying equipment is provided in your own
building. The installation of drying equipment
will also insure that the operator can control
his harvest and conditioning as required.
Follow approved recommendations on drying

What Would Be

systems and the management of same. (See
Extension bulletin B-246).

Cost Determination
A check sheet appears below for determin

ing your costs of on-farm drying and storage.
The cost figures in the example apply to the
Coastal Bend area of Texas and are an average
of farmer experiences. (See Texas Agricul
tural Experiment Station Progress Report
1822.) In using the check sheet, certain items
may not apply to your situation. (In Central
Texas, the cost of insect control may not be
as great.) Also, some costs may be smaller
than that in example. (A building near the
field will cut down the extra hauling cost.)
Check with your bin or building dealer also
to determine your actual building cost.

There are additional costs of drying and
storage of grain which occur with any method
and are not unique with on-farm methods. If
the grain is not placed under loan, interest on
the money invested in the grain is a cost; but
this is not a factor if the grain is under loan.
The loss in weight of the grain during drying
is not considered in this example.

our Costs?
(The example is based on the operation of a 30' x 40' building with 5,000 cwts. dried and stored.)

A. Overhead costs Example Your figures
Total cost (T.C.) of building and equipment $10,500.00
Annual depreciation - T.C. -;- 30 350.00
Interest (T.C. -;- 2) x 6% 315.00
Taxes 78.00
Insurance 91.00
Annual repairs 16.00

TOTAL

B. Less income tax saving
Saving each year 400.00
Total saving 5 years ($400 x 5) 2,000.00
Annual saving ($2,000 -;- 30)

$ 850.00

66.67

C. Overhead cost per cwt. ($783.33 5000 cwts.)

$ 783.33

.16

D. Operation costs
Labor
Hauling from field to bin
Electricity
Insect control
Loss due to shrinkage and handling

during storage
Insurance

Cost per cwt.
$ .03

.05

.02

.04

.05

.02

TOTAL

E. Total cost per cwt.

$

$

.21

.37



Financing

Government Facility Loan:

In approved areas, the Commodity Stabili
zation Service of the USDA provides financial
assistance in the form of loans on approved
structures. These loans include up to 80 per
cent of the cost of the structure including the
cost of conditioning equipment. The loans
are for a period of 4 years, with repayment
arranged so that you actually have 5 years,
including the first crop year. The CSS insures
the loan made by a local lending agency or
makes the loan directly through the county ASC
office. When you apply for a loan on forms
available from your local county ASC office,
you must estimate the cost of the structure.
The building must be one that meets the re
quirements for eligible storage by being con
structed soundly of suitable capacity, and
designed for the product to be stored. It
must be equipped for aeration in certain areas
of Texas.

Local Lending Agencies:

Banks and Production Credit Associations
may lend money directly or they may require
the above ASC procedure approval and guar
antee.

Building and Bin Dealer Finance Plans:

Many of the large building and bin dealers
now have financing plans of their own. Certain
features vary, but generally financing to in
clude 75 percent of the cost of the structure
is available. These loans are normally repay
able in 5 years or less.

Management Precautions

Insect Control:
A good cleanup program before storing

new grain is necessary for effective insect
control during storage. Bin walls and the
area around buildings in which grain is to be
stored should be cleaned thoroughly and
sprayed with a residual spray. Grain should
be checked for insects at least once a month
during storage. Follow insect contr9l proce
dures outlined in Extension leaflet L-217.

Rodent Control:

Remove all rat-harboring debris and pos
sible breeding places. Follow an approved rat
baiting and inspection program. Ask your
county agent for recommended practices in
rat and mice control.

Drying:

Drying equipment is not to be confused
with that of aeration. It is necessary to provide
at least 2.5 cfm of air to accomplish proper
drying of grain sorghums stored 8 feet deep in
the bin. The design and operation of a drying
system is contained in Extension bulletin B-246.

Aeration:

Aeration equipment is a "must" for some
areas and a desirable feature for farm storages
in all of Texas. This equipment should be
designed to cool adequately the grain with a
minimum of .1 cfm per bushel. Use Extension
leaflet L-233, for aeration procedure.
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